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Ultralight scalars, if they exist as theorized, could form clouds around rapidly rotating black holes.
Such clouds are expected to emit continuous, quasimonochromatic gravitational waves that could be
detected by LIGO and Virgo. Here we present results of a directed search for such signals from the
Cygnus X-1 binary, using data from Advanced LIGO’s second observing run. We find no evidence
of gravitational waves in the 250–750 Hz band. Without incorporating existing measurements of
the Cygnus X-1 black hole spin, our results disfavor boson masses in 5.8 ≤ µ/(10−13 eV) ≤ 8.6,
assuming that the black hole was born 5 × 106 years ago with a nearly-extremal spin. We then
focus on a string axiverse scenario, in which self-interactions enable a cloud for high black-hole spins
consistent with measurements for Cygnus X-1. In that model, we constrain the boson masses in
9.6 ≤ µ/(10−13 eV) ≤ 15.5 for a decay constant fa ∼ 1015 GeV. Future application of our methods
to other sources will yield improved constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultralight scalar (spin 0) or vector (spin 1) boson par-
ticles have been theorized under several frameworks to
solve problems in particle physics, high-energy theory
and cosmology [1–8]. If such a new fundamental field
exists, its occupancy number should superradiantly grow
around fast-spinning black holes (BHs). This occurs when
ωµ/m < ΩBH, where ωµ = µ/~ is the characteristic an-
gular frequency of a boson with rest energy µ, m is the
boson azimuthal quantum number with respect to the
BH’s rotation axis, and ΩBH is the angular speed of the
outer horizon. The superradiant instability is maximized
when the Compton wavelength of the particle is com-
parable to the characteristic length of the BH, meaning
hc/µ ∼ GM/c2 for BH mass M . If these conditions
are satisfied, the number of ultralight bosons around the
BH grows exponentially, forming a macroscopic cloud
holding up to ∼10% of the BH mass. This cloud can
have a long lifetime, during which it generates continuous,
quasi-monochromatic gravitational waves (GWs) [9–16].
By detecting such signals, ground-based instruments
like Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) [17] and Virgo [18] could
probe bosons with masses ∼ 10−14–10−11 eV, which are
largely inaccessible to other experiments [12, 14, 15, 19].
A search for a stochastic GW background from boson
clouds in the first aLIGO observing run excluded a mass
range of 2.0 ≤ µ/(10−13 eV) ≤ 3.8 at 95% credibility, un-
der optimistic assumptions about BH populations [20].
Methods have been developed to search for continuous
GWs from individual clouds, with and without restric-
tions to specific sky locations [19, 21]. Constraints on the
boson mass (µ ∼ 10−13 eV) have been suggested using pre-
existing strain upper limits for continuous GWs obtained
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from undirected searches [22, 23]. Like for the stochastic
background, such constraints are contingent on BH popu-
lations. Isi et al. [19] modeled the signal waveforms for
individual sources with a known sky location, and demon-
strated the suitability of a specific search algorithm based
on a hidden Markov model (HMM) to efficiently search
for such signals [19, 24–26]. Two primary types of sources
are of interests for such directed searches: remnants from
compact binary coalescences (CBCs) [27], and known
BHs in X-ray binaries [11, 28, 29]. Detection prospects
for CBC remnants are hurt by their typically large lumi-
nosity distances, most likely demanding third-generation
detectors [19, 30–34]. On the other hand, X-ray binaries
have the advantages of being much closer and better local-
ized, hence potentially lying within the sensitive range of
existing detectors. Constraints on the mass of axion-like
particles have been suggested from spin measurements
of BHs in X-ray binaries, roughly disfavoring a range
of 6× 10−13 ≤ µ/eV ≤ 10−11 [12, 35, 36]. For the con-
straints above, it is implicitly assumed that the boson does
not self-interact significantly. This would be the case, e.g.,
for a quantum-chromodynamics (QCD) axion with decay
constant fa above the grand unification (GUT) scale [37].
However, nonlinear self-interaction could be significant
in other proposals, like string axions, if fa were smaller
than the GUT scale [4, 11, 12, 38, 39]. Constraints on
boson mass and decay constant can be studied by taking
into consideration the nonlinear self-interaction in those
scenarios, e.g., string axiverse.
In this article, we present results from a search for GWs
from ultralight scalars in the X-ray binary Cygnus X-1
(Cyg X-1), using data from aLIGO’s second observing run
(O2) [40, 41]. Directed GW searches for sources within
X-ray binaries are challenging because of the Doppler
modulation induced on the GW by the binary motion.
The intrinsic, quasimonochromatic signal is shifted to
lower and higher frequencies, resulting in a comb of orbital
sidebands when analyzed in the frequency domain. A
matched filter is needed to collect the distributed signal
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2power from the sidebands, whose width depends on the
intrinsic signal frequency, the BH’s projected semimajor
axis, and the binary’s orbital period. Cyg X-1 is one of
the most interesting sources, with or without considering
boson self-interactions, because of its relatively high BH
mass (14.8M), close proximity to Earth (1.86 kpc), and
relatively well measured orbital parameters. In the search,
we take advantage of the frequency-domain matched filter
of Refs.[24, 25] to account for the Doppler modulation.
Unlike for CBC remnants, there is large uncertainty
about the age and spin of most BHs in X-ray binaries
[42, 43]. Moreover, the impact of accretion from the
companion is not perfectly understood [12, 16]. Boson
constraints derived from X-ray binaries, including those
presented here, thus require assuming that a cloud would
be sufficiently long-lasting to be present at the time of
observation and that accretion does not substantially
affect its formation. When applicable, our constraints
factor in the estimated age of Cyg X-1 (4.8–7.6 million
years [44, 45]) in computing expected strain amplitudes.
Another potential issue comes from the spin of the BH
in Cyg X-1, which some measurements indicate would
be too high (≥ 0.95) to support a boson cloud in the
simplest scenarios [44, 46, 47]. However, there seems
to be disagreement in the literature about the BH spin,
with some estimates favoring lower values [48–50]. We
interpret our results under models with and without the
assumption of high spin in Cyg X-1.
In the absence of a detection, we disfavor scalar masses
in 5.8 ≤ µ/(10−13 eV) ≤ 8.6, assuming that the BH has
an age of 5× 106 yr and that it was born with a nearly-
extremal spin but has an unknown post-superradiance
spin. Assuming a high post-superradiance spin, we also
consider a specific scenario of string axiverse [4, 11, 12, 38,
39], with a decay constant fa ∼ 1015 GeV excluding the
mass range 9.6 ≤ µ/(10−13 eV) ≤ 15.5. Below, we briefly
describe the analysis setup, outline the results and their
limitations, and close with future prospects.
II. METHOD AND SETUP
The semi-coherent search is based on a HMM tracking
scheme combined with a frequency domain matched filter,
Bessel-weighted F-statistic [19, 24, 25] (see Appendix)
[51]. This efficient search strategy, which achieves the
same sensitivity as other stack-slide-based semi-coherent
algorithms, surmounts some of the computing challenges
arising when the orbital parameters are not perfectly
measured, and allows for uncertainties in the theoretical
prediction of the signal model, e.g., cloud perturbations
due to the astrophysical environment. The total observing
time Tobs is divided into shorter intervals with duration
Tcoh, over which the signal power is collected coherently.
The segments are labeled by discrete time steps tk, for
k ∈ [0, NT ] and NT = Tobs/Tcoh − 1. Over each interval
[tk, tk + Tcoh], the intrinsic GW signal frequency f0 is as-
sumed to be monochromatic, remaining in one discretized
TABLE I. Cygnus X-1 parameters.
Parameter Symbol Value Ref.
Black hole mass (M) M 14.8± 1.0 [53]
Mass ratio q 1.29± 0.15 [54]
Spin χ ≥ 0.95 [44]
Age (yrs) tage [4.8, 7.6]× 106 [44]
Right ascension α? 19
h58m22s [55]
Declination δ? 35
◦12′0.6′′ [55]
Inclination (deg) ι 27.1± 0.8 [53]
Distance (kpc) d 1.86± 0.12 [54]
Orbital period (days) P 5.599829± 0.000016 [53]
Proj. semimajor axis (l-s) a0 25.56
+3.15
−3.11 [53]
frequency bin of width ∆f = 1/(2Tcoh). The signal power
in each bin is estimated using a matched filter that ac-
counts for Doppler modulation due to the motion of the
source within the binary. The central value of bin i is
denoted fi with i ∈ [1, NQ], where NQ is the total number
of frequency bins. We adopt the signal model described
in Ref. [19] and assume that f0 can evolve for at most
one bin from tk to tk+1. The HMM is solved by the
classic Viterbi algorithm [52], returning the optimal path
of signal frequency evolution f∗0 (tk) for 0 ≤ k ≤ NT .
Based on the source parameters measured electro-
magnetically (given in Table I), we search a frequency
band of 250–750 Hz. The expected signal strain h0
would be too weak (. 8 × 10−26) to be detectable
below 250 Hz, and the orbital sidebands are too wide
(& 0.5 Hz) to achieve the desired sensitivity above 750 Hz
[19]. Given the source parameters and frequency band,
we assume that the first time derivative of the GW fre-
quency is f˙0 ∼ 10−14–10−13 Hz/s [12, 19], and hence
select Tcoh = 10 d (∆f = 5.8 × 10−7 Hz) to cover a f˙0
range of 0 ≤ f˙0 ≤ 6.7× 10−13 Hz/s. Besides this, accre-
tion could result in a small frequency variation due to
secular changes in the BH parameters. However, since
the typical accretion timescale is tacc ∼ 4.5 × 107 yrs
at the Eddington rate, the frequency variation due to
accretion for Cyg X-1 should be at most f˙0 ∼ −8 ×
10−16(α/0.1)3(14.8M/M)(4.5× 107 yrs/tacc) Hz/s. Be-
cause this is, in general, much smaller than the variation
due to the cloud dissipation [12, 19], we neglect this ef-
fect. We search over several values of the light-travel
time across the projected semi-major axis of the orbit, in
the range 22.45 ≤ a0/(l-s)≤ 28.71 with bin size 0.05 l-s.
This covers the uncertainty implied by the BH mass (M),
companion mass, and inclination angle (ι) measurements.
The search is parallelized into 1-Hz sub-bands. The
detection score S is defined, such that the log likelihood
of the optimal Viterbi path equals the mean log likelihood
of all paths plus S standard deviations in each sub-band.
A detection threshold Sth = 6.22 for 1% false alarm prob-
ability is determined through Monte-Carlo simulations,
such that searching data sets containing pure noise yields
1% of positive detections with S > Sth.
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FIG. 1. Detection score S in each 1-Hz sub-band as a function
of f0. Red dots above the black line (1% false alarm probabil-
ity threshold Sth = 6.22) are the first-pass candidates. Red
dots marked by grey circles are vetoed due to contamination
by known instrumental lines. Candidates marked by green
triangles are vetoed because their scores are increased when
analyzing Hanford only rather than the two detectors com-
bined but below-threshold when analyzing Livingston only.
Candidates marked by blue squares are vetoed because their
scores are increased in one half of Tobs but below-threshold in
the other half. No candidate survives all vetoes.
III. RESULTS
We analyzed aLIGO O2 data extending from 4 January
2017 to 25 August 2017 UTC (GPS time 1167545066 to
1187733592)[40, 41] [56]. The search results are recorded
in Fig. 1. Each red dot stands for the detection score S
obtained in a 1-Hz sub-band. The black line indicates
Sth = 6.22. We claim a detection if a candidate with
S > Sth passes a well-defined hierarchy of vetoes and is
not identified as originating from an instrumental arti-
fact. We follow up the first-pass candidates found with
S > Sth (83 in total), finding that none survives a three-
stage veto procedure. First, we find that 64 candidates
overlap known instrumental lines (grey circles). Second,
we eliminate an additional 13 candidates because their
significance is higher when analyzing Hanford only rather
than the two detectors combined, while doing the same
for Livingston yields S < Sth. This indicates contami-
nation from noise artifacts in Hanford (green triangles).
Third, we veto the remaining 6 candidates because their
significance is increased when searching one half of Tobs,
while the other half yields S < Sth (blue squares). A
full description of the veto procedure can be found in
Ref. [25]. The distribution of all the scores obtained in
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FIG. 2. Distribution of the below-threshold scores from all
1-Hz sub-bands searched. The right edge of the plot indicates
the 1% false alarm probability threshold Sth = 6.22.
the sub-bands without contamination is shown in Fig. 2.
Unable to claim a detection, we adopt an empirical
approach to set a frequentist upper limit on h0 at 95%
confidence (h95%0 ). Each black dot in Fig. 3 marks h
95%
0
in the corresponding 1-Hz sub-band, derived from the
O2 search assuming a source inclination ι = 27.1◦ ± 0.8◦
[53, 54]. The procedure for calculating h95%0 is as follows.
First, we perform Monte-Carlo simulations by injecting
signals with a randomly chosen f0 within 255–256 Hz, but
with a fixed h0. We draw ι and a0 uniformly within the
ranges 26.3–27.9 deg and 22.45–28.71 l-s, respectively. We
repeat this procedure for different h0’s (step size 1×10−26)
until we find the value that yields a 95% detection rate,
viz. h95%0 = 3.9 × 10−25. Next, we calculate h95%0 over
the full frequency band (black dots in Fig. 3) using the
analytical scaling h95%0 (f) ∝ S1/2h (f)f1/4 [24, 25] [57],
where Sh(f) is the aLIGO O2 noise power spectral density
[58]. At last, we verify the analytical scaling by repeating
the first step in five other 1-Hz bands beginning at 355 Hz,
441 Hz, 573 Hz, 665 Hz, and 735 Hz. The resulting h95%0
values are marked by red stars in Fig. 3. The analytical
scaling agrees with the empirical results in the sample
sub-bands.
The statistical uncertainty of h95%0 is less than ∼2%,
given that the step size of the injected signal strain ampli-
tude is set to 1× 10−26. Sub-bands containing a vetoed
candidate are contaminated by instrumental artifacts.
Hence we cannot place reliable upper limits in these bands
(no black dot).
4A. Disfavored boson mass
We assume that the scalar cloud is dominated by the
energy level l = m = 1, n = 0, where l and n are the
orbital azimuthal quantum number and radial quantum
number, respectively, and the dominant GW mode is l =
m = 2. In Fig. 3, we plot the expected signal amplitude
h0 (colored curve) [19] together with the upper-limit h
95%
0
(black dots), as a function of expected signal frequency
f0 (bottom axis) and the corresponding boson mass (top
axis). To estimate h0, we assumeM = 14.8M, a distance
d = 1.86 kpc, and an age tage = 5 × 106 yr, based on
current estimates for Cyg X-1 [44, 53, 54]. We also assume
that the BH had an initial spin χi = 0.99 before the
superradiant cloud growth. The color bar indicates the
system’s “gravitational fine structure constant”, defined
as α = GMωµ/c
3.
The shaded region in Fig. 3, where the upper limits beat
the estimated h0, highlights the disfavored boson mass
range 5.8 ≤ µ/(10−13 eV) ≤ 8.6. The estimated h0 drops
significantly for µ & 7× 10−13 eV (α & 0.08), because the
timescale of the GW signal (τGW) depends strongly on α
(Eqn. (23) in Ref. [19]) and h0 scales as (1 + tage/τGW)
−1
[12]. The cloud around an old BH with tage ∼ 5×106 yr, if
it ever existed, would have mostly dissipated for α & 0.1.
In Fig. 3, we do not rely on Cyg X-1 spin measurements
and rather let the post-superradiance spin of the BH (χf )
be a free parameter. In the frequency band searched, the
conjectured cloud would have spun down the BH such
that χf . 0.6 (0.3 . χf . 0.4 in the shaded region).
We do not expect the accreting matter to torque up the
BH, since the spin-up timescale is on the order of 107 yrs
(> tage) even at the Eddington accretion rate [44], much
longer than the timescale of the superradiant instability
(∼ yrs). If we refer to existing measurements for Cyg X-1
and assume χf ≥ 0.95 [44], we obtain τGW  tage and
f0 > 1.5 kHz. The existing method cannot handle the
widely spread sidebands (> 1 Hz) at such high frequency.
Even if the search could be extended to f0 > 1.5 kHz
with an improved method, the corresponding boson mass
(µ > 3 × 10−12 eV) cannot be excluded in the absence
of a detection, since a signal with τGW  tage would no
longer be present.
The uncertainty in our constraints is dominated by
uncertainties in the source properties. The measurement
uncertainties of the BH mass, initial spin, and age could
lead to an error of at most ∼30% on the expected h0. The
statistical uncertainties of the expected h0 from numerical
modeling and the upper-limit h95%0 are both on the order
of a couple of percent.
B. String axiverse
In the discussion above, we implicitly assume that the
boson does not self-interact significantly. Yoshino and
Kodama [11] studied the superradiant instability in the
string axiverse scenario, taking into consideration the non-
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FIG. 3. Frequentist strain upper limits at 95% confidence
(h95%0 ) and disfavored scalar boson mass range. The colored
curve shows the numerically estimated signal strain (h0) as a
function of boson mass (top axis) and GW frequency (bottom
axis). The color stands for the fine-structure constant (α). The
black dots indicate h95%0 obtained from the search, assuming
the electromagnetically measured orientation ι = 27.1◦ ± 0.8◦.
The red stars mark h95%0 obtained through injections in O2
data in six sample 1-Hz sub-bands. Sub-bands without a
marker were vetoed. The shaded region marks the parame-
ter space where h95%0 beats the analytically estimated strain,
and hence corresponds to the disfavored boson mass range
5.8 ≤ µ/(10−13 eV) ≤ 8.6 without a detection. The source pa-
rameters adopted in the analytic estimation are M = 14.8M,
χi = 0.99, d = 1.86 kpc, and tage = 5× 106 yr.
linear self-interaction of string axions. As the scalar field
Φ grows through the superradiant instability and reaches
a level of Φ ∼ fa, the nonlinear self-interaction triggers a
“bosenova”, i.e., the axion cloud partially collapses, with
about 5% energy falling back into the BH [11, 38, 39].
After abruptly dropping, the field restarts its superradi-
ant growth until the “bosenova” is triggered again. For
bosons that can be probed with aLIGO and Virgo, this
process may occur for fa values smaller than the GUT
scale. It was suggested that this periodic process could
prevent superradiance from being saturated, allowing the
presence of a string-axion cloud around an old, high-spin
BH like Cyg X-1.
We may constrain the above scenario by comparing our
upper limits h95%0 to the estimated strain for a cloud that
saturates the threshold for the bosenova to occur, namely
[11]
h0 ≈ 6.2× 10−25
(
fa
1016 GeV
)2 ( µ
10−13 eV
)2
×
(
M
14.8M
)3(
1.86 kpc
d
)
. (1)
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FIG. 4. Excluded parameter space of the decay constant fa and
mass µ of string axions. The black dots indicate the upper
limits on fa as a function of µ (top axis) and f0 (bottom
axis) obtained from the search. The contours indicate the
estimated h0. The white region is the parameter space where
the condition for the bosenova to occur is not satisfied. The
shaded region indicates the excluded parameter space.
The results are displayed in the (fa, µ) plane in Fig. 4.
The black dots are calculated from h95%0 , and the contours
indicate the estimated h0 values. The boundary between
the white and colored regions corresponds to
(
fa
1015 GeV
)
= 3.5×10−3
( µ
10−13 eV
)5/2( M
14.8M
)5/2
,
(2)
below which a scalar field grown out of the superradiant
instability can reach the level Φ/fa & 0.67 to trigger the
bosenova [11, 38, 39]. Here, we have assumed χi = 0.99
and χf = 0.95, consistent with the Cyg X-1 observations.
We do not derive constraints in the white region, where
the condition for the bosenova to occur is not satisfied.
The shaded region highlights the (fa, µ) space excluded by
the search. In the mass range 9.6 ≤ µ/(10−13 eV) ≤ 15.5,
the measurement excludes fa ∼ 1 × 1015 GeV, an order
of magnitude smaller than the GUT scale.
These constraints are contingent on the signal lifetime
being longer than tage in this model. Furthermore, this
scenario does not take into account the potential impact
of radial cloud oscillations: the cloud expands and shrinks
during the superradiance and bosenova processes, respec-
tively, potentially modulating the GW frequency on a
timescale of minutes [11]. Accurate estimates of signal du-
ration and the frequency modulation will require further
numerical study.
IV. CONCLUSION
We report the results from a directed search for GW
signals from a putative scalar boson cloud around the
BH in Cyg X-1 in the aLIGO O2 run, using an efficient
HMM tracking scheme and a frequency domain matched
filter. We find no evidence of GW signals in the fre-
quency band 250–750 Hz. Assuming an age of 5× 106 yr,
a nearly-extremal spin at birth, and an unknown post-
superradiance BH spin, our measurement disfavors scalar
boson masses in 5.8 ≤ µ/(10−13 eV) ≤ 8.6. No reliable
constraint can be placed for χf ≥ 0.95 without consider-
ing particle self-interactions, since the boson field would
have disappeared in less than ∼106 yr. On the other hand,
in the string axiverse scenario, the axion’s self-interactions
could prevent superradiance from being saturated, en-
abling the existence of a cloud around an old BH with high
spin. We can thus exclude fa ∼ 1× 1015 GeV for string
axions in the mass range 9.6 ≤ µ/(10−13 eV) ≤ 15.5. This
assumes that τGW > tage, and that the frequency mod-
ulation from the cloud oscillations does not impact the
search sensitivity. A more robust analysis will be possible
when numerical results of the GW signal timescale and
waveform become available under this model. In both
scenarios, constraints can only be derived for frequencies
where the estimated signal strain exceeds the upper limit
obtained from the search. Analyzing a broader frequency
band would not have improved the obtained boson mass
constraints.
This is a first dedicated GW search for ultralight bosons
targeting a known BH. It demonstrates the methodology
and interpretation for future searches of similar kind. Be-
sides X-ray binaries, when nearby, well localized CBCs
are detected in upcoming observing runs, the young, iso-
lated remnant BHs will be a target of great interest, free
of the complications related to BH age and orbital mo-
tion. Future detectors promise to enable further boson
constraints, or even a detection [19, 30–34].
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Appendix A: Hidden Markov model
A HMM is a finite state automaton defined by a hidden
(unobservable) state variable q(tk) ∈ {q1, · · · , qNQ} and
an observable state variable o(tk) ∈ {o1, · · · , oNO} at
discrete times tk ∈ {t0, · · · , tNT }. The automaton is
observed in the state oj with emission probability [24]
Lojqi = Pr[o(tk) = oj |q(tk) = qi], (A1)
and jumps between hidden states from tk to tk+1 with
transition probability [24]
Aqjqi = Pr[q(tk+1) = qj |q(tk) = qi]. (A2)
For a memoryless Markov process, the probability that
the hidden path Q = {q(t0), · · · , q(tNT )} gives rise to the
observed sequence O = {o(t0), · · · , o(tNT )} is given by
[24]
Pr(Q|O) =Lo(tNT )q(tNT )Aq(tNT )q(tNT−1) · · ·Lo(t1)q(t1)
×Aq(t1)q(t0)Πq(t0),
(A3)
where
Πqi = Pr[q(t0) = qi] (A4)
is the prior. The most probable path Q∗(O), maximizing
Pr(Q|O), gives the best estimate of q(tk) over the total
observing time.
Discrete hidden states qi (1 ≤ i ≤ NQ) are mapped one-
to-one to the frequency bins in the output of a frequency-
domain estimator G(f) computed over Tcoh, with bin size
∆f = 1/(2Tcoh). We choose Tcoh to satisfy∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t+Tcoh
t
dt′f˙0(t′)
∣∣∣∣∣ < ∆f, (A5)
for 0 ≤ t ≤ (Tobs − Tcoh), such that searching over f˙0 is
not necessary. For the signal model considered in Ref. [19],
Eqn. (A1) can be written as
Lo(tk)fi ∝ exp[G(fi)], (A6)
where G(fi) is the log likelihood that the signal frequency
f0 lies in bin [fi, fi + ∆f ] during interval [tk, tk + Tcoh].
Eqn. (A2) takes the simplified form
Afi+1fi = Afifi =
1
2
, (A7)
with all other entries vanishing. The prior is set to
Πfi = N
−1
Q as we have no advance knowledge of f0.
Appendix B: Viterbi algorithm and detection score
The Viterbi algorithm is used to compute Q∗(O) recur-
sively [52, 59]. At every step k (1 ≤ k ≤ NT ) forward, the
algorithm only keeps NQ possible state sequences ending
in state qi (1 ≤ i ≤ NQ), and stores their maximum
probabilities [24]
δqi(tk) = Lo(tk)qi max
1≤j≤NQ
[Aqiqjδqj (tk−1)], (B1)
as well as the previous-step states of origin [24],
Φqi(tk) = arg max
1≤j≤NQ
[Aqiqjδqj (tk−1)], (B2)
that maximize the probabilities at step k. The optimal
Viterbi path is then reconstructed by backtracking
q∗(tk) = Φq∗(tk+1)(tk+1), (B3)
for NT − 1 ≥ k ≥ 0.
In this application, the detection score S is defined,
such that the log likelihood of the optimal Viterbi path
equals the mean log likelihood of all paths plus S standard
deviations, viz. [25]
S =
ln δf∗0 (tNT )− µln δ(tNT )
σln δ(tNT )
, (B4)
with
µln δ(tNT ) = N
−1
Q
NQ∑
i=1
ln δfi(tNT ), (B5)
and
σln δ(tNT )
2 = N−1Q
NQ∑
i=1
[ln δfi(tNT )− µln δ(tNT )]2, (B6)
where δfi(tNT ) denotes the maximum probability of the
frequency path ending in bin i (1 ≤ i ≤ NQ) at step NT ,
and δf∗0 (tNT ) is the likelihood of the optimal Viterbi path.
Appendix C: Matched filter: Bessel-weighted
F-statistic
The optimal frequency-domain matched filter for a
continuous-wave signal with no orbital motion is the
maximum-likelihood F-statistic, F(f) [60, 61], which ac-
counts for the Earth’s motion with respect to the Solar
System barycenter (SSB). When the source orbits a com-
panion, the GW signal frequency is modulated due to the
orbital Doppler effect. For a Keplerian circular orbit, the
GW strain can be expanded in a Jacobi-Anger series as
[24, 62]
h(t) ∝
∞∑
n=−∞
Jn(2pif0a0) cos[2pi(f0 + n/P )t], (C1)
7where Jn(z) is a Bessel function of order n of the first kind.
The F-statistic power is distributed into approximately
M = 2 ceil(2pif0a0) + 1 orbital sidebands, separated by
1/P , where ceil(x) denotes the smallest integer greater
than or equal to x. Hence we use G(f) = F(f)⊗B(f), a
Bessel-weighted F-statistic, in Eqn. (A6) for a source in
a binary orbit, where B(f) is given by [24]
B(f) =
(M−1)/2∑
n=−(M−1)/2
[Jn(2pifa0)]
2δ(f − n/P ). (C2)
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